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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
EMERGENCY WATERSHED PROTECTION PROGRAM 

1999 ARIZONA DROUGHT EMERGENCY 
AUDIT REPORT NO. 10099-01-SF 

 
 

We performed a review of the Emergency 
Watershed Protection (EWP) Program in 
the State of Arizona in response to a 
whistleblower complaint.  The whistleblower 

believed that the Arizona Natural Resources Conservation Service 
(NRCS) State office did not have adequate support for its request for 
EWP funds and was disbursing those funds to individuals and 
organizations that did not qualify for EWP assistance. Our objectives were 
to evaluate the validity of the whistleblower’s complaint and to determine if 
the Arizona NRCS State office implemented the EWP Program in 
accordance with regulations. 
 
For work to be justifiable under the EWP, the cost of repairing the 
watershed should not exceed the potential damage from runoff.  To 
establish these costs, local NRCS offices complete Damage Survey 
Reports (DSR) that identify the work needed to repair the watershed and 
the damage that could occur if the repairs were not made.  As the result of 
a Statewide drought, NRCS declared the entire State of Arizona an 
emergency area and submitted DSR’s with that understanding. 

 
Because the whistleblower was concerned only with State office actions, 
we focused on the State’s administration of the EWP and did not 
determine the extent to which controls at the National office level 
contributed to any questionable actions regarding program management. 
 
We determined that the whistleblower’s concerns were substantially 
correct. For the 1999 Arizona drought emergency, DSR’s were not 
adequate to support the implementation of the EWP Program, and 
program participants were not always completing the agreed-upon 
watershed protections: 
 
§ DSR’s submitted by the Arizona NRCS State office did not identify the 

extent of damages that would have been prevented by implementing 
the proposed work. Without an adequate economic defensibility 
justification, we question whether the Arizona State office acted 
properly in approving payments of over $11 million in EWP funds. 

RESULTS IN BRIEF 
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§ The Arizona State office allowed two participants to remain in the 

program even though they violated contract requirements.  One of the 
participants falsely certified on a payment application that the terms of 
the EWP contract were being fulfilled. Rather than imposing penalties 
for false certification, the State office modified the contract to cover only 
the practices to which the participant certified correctly. The State office 
believed that modifying a participant’s contract was a fair and 
reasonable solution to a participant’s failure to comply with contract 
requirements. However, given the circumstances, we believe that 
terminating the participants from the program would have been the 
appropriate course of action.   

 
§ The Arizona State office paid two participants under the EWP Program 

to implement deferred grazing even though the purpose of this practice 
would have been accomplished under existing Environmental Quality 
Incentives Program (EQIP) contracts with the same participants.  
According to the field office representative, they were under time 
constraints to implement the EWP Program and did not have the 
opportunity to review case files to look for duplicate participants.  We 
concluded that the State office should not have paid the program 
participants $15,283 under their EWP contracts. 

 
We learned that the Arizona State office had proposed the EWP Program 
for the year 2000.  The NRCS National office sent a disaster assistance 
response team to Arizona in June 2000 to provide the State office with 
technical assistance and to evaluate the 1999 program.  Its evaluation of 
the 1999 program identified concerns, some of which were the same 
issues we are disclosing in this report.  For example, the NRCS National 
office was concerned about the adequacy of defensibility of individual 
sites and the adequacy of one DSR for program implementation.  As of 
June 7, 2000, the National office had not received a request for EWP 
assistance from Arizona. 

 
During our audit we also became aware of some questionable activities in 
the Farm Service Agency’s American Indian Livestock Feeding Program 
(AILFP).  OIG has opened a criminal investigation to look into these 
activities. 

 
The NRCS State office in Arizona needs to 
specifically identify in the DSR what is at risk 
and what the potential damages are in order 
to ensure that the cost of implementing the 

measures is less than the anticipated damages. We also recommended 
that the Arizona NRCS State office terminate participants A and B from 
the program and de-obligate the remaining funds scheduled for payment. 

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS 
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In addition, we also recommended that the Arizona NRCS State office 
collect the $15,283 in EWP overpayments made to two participants who 
were paid for grazing practices on the same acreage and during the same 
time period under two separate conservation programs. 
 
 

In its January 19, 2001, written response to 
the draft report, the NRCS National office 
agreed with our findings.  The response 
included NRCS’ actions taken to address 

the recommendations. 
 

Applicable portions of NRCS’ response are incorporated, along with our 
position, in the Findings and Recommendations sections of this report.  
The full text of NRCS’ response is included as exhibit D of the report.  
 
 

We accept NRCS’ management decisions 
on the recommendations in this report, 
except for Recommendations 4 and 5. 
 

  In order to reach management decision on these recommendations, 
please provide us with copies of the bills for collection or the demand 
letters for the amounts questioned. 

 
 
 

AGENCY RESPONSE 

OIG POSITION 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
The EWP Program was authorized by 
Congress to respond to emergencies 
resulting from natural disasters.  This 
program provides technical and financial 

assistance to relieve imminent hazards to life and property caused by 
floods, fires, windstorms, and other natural occurrences.  Individuals are 
not eligible for EWP assistance unless represented by a project sponsor-
-a State government or a political subdivision of a State, such as a city, 
county, tribal organization, general improvement district, or a 
conservation district.   Sponsors are responsible for providing land rights, 
for securing permits, for furnishing the local cost share, and for operation 
and maintenance of the practice installed.  
 
The program is authorized by section 216 of the Flood Control Act of May 
17, 1950 (P.L. 81-516; 33 U.S.C. 701b-1) and by section 403 of Title IV 
of the Agricultural Credit Act of 1978, (P. L. 95-334), as amended by 
section 382 of the Federal Agricultural Improvement and Reform Act of 
1996 (P. L. 104-127 16 U.S.C. 2204).  NRCS regulations implementing 
the EWP Program are set forth in 7 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 
624. 
 
The EWP Program is designed to reduce threats to life and property 
while being economically, environmentally, and socially defensible and 
technically sound.  For example, the EWP practice can include removing 
debris from stream channels, road culverts, and bridges; reshaping and 
protecting eroded banks; correcting damaged drainage facilities; 
repairing levees and flood control structures; reseeding damaged areas; 
and purchasing floodplain easements.  Practices implemented under the 
EWP Program are not limited to any one set of prescribed measures.  
Under current policy, NRCS may bear up to 75 percent of the construction 
cost of the emergency measures.  The remaining cost must come from 
local sponsors and can be in the form of cash or in-kind services. 

 
Current regulations require NRCS to review each emergency situation 
and determine if that situation is eligible for emergency assistance.  A 
DSR presents the method of documenting all requests and collecting 
data for eligibility determinations.  The DSR includes a description of the 
threats to life and/or property, the number of beneficiaries, and the 

BACKGROUND 
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cost of the emergency work.  Attachments to the DSR include an analysis 
on the social/economic defensibility of the project, a cost estimate, and 
an environmental evaluation. 

 
On June 25, 1999, the Governor of Arizona issued a Statewide Drought 
Proclamation.  The proclamation along with a letter requesting a 
determination of drought was sent to the Secretary of Agriculture for 
implementation of emergency disaster programs.  On July 16, 1999, the 
Arizona State Emergency Board determined that a drought emergency 
existed under regulations promulgated to carry out sections 401 and 402 
of the Agricultural Credit Act of 1978 (P. L. 95-334).   On July 19, 1999, 
the NRCS State Conservationist declared a drought emergency existed 
throughout the State and planned to make the Emergency Watershed 
Protection Program available to assist the local ranchers in recovery. 

 
The State of Arizona used the EWP Program as the main measure to 
maintain and restore vegetative cover primarily on rangeland.  In order to 
participate in the program, each applicant submitted an application form 
certifying that he/she met the eligibility requirements.  The field office and 
the applicant determined the total acreage and the authorized number of 
animals on the ranch.  Once the applicant made a final decision on the 
number of acres to defer in the program, the agency and the applicant 
entered into a EWP contract.   A map showing the affected area and 
conservation plan detailing the proposed measure(s) were part of the file. 
 
The State office approved deferred grazing as the main measure, at a 
monthly rate of $.56 per acre.  The State office paid participants 75 
percent of this cost or $.42 an acre.   The remaining 25 percent or $.14 
per acre was a cost absorbed by the participant to meet the cost share 
requirement.  The participant certified monthly on an application for 
payment that the acres in the program had been deferred in accordance 
with contract specifications and the local field offices conducted spot 
checks for compliance. The field office forwarded the payment 
application to the contracting officer at the State office for payment. 
  
On December 10, 1999, we were informed by a whistleblower that the 
EWP Program in Arizona was not being administered in accordance with 
program rules and regulations.  A subsequent followup with the 
whistleblower disclosed that the whistleblower was concerned that (a) 
DSR’s were not being completed in accordance with the regulations, (b) 
the EWP Program was used for a purpose other than what was originally 
intended, (c) program participants were not completing the agreed upon 
measures, and (d) the State office was not following program 
requirements.  Because we had not conducted fieldwork in the EWP 
Program in the State of Arizona and because the whistleblower raised 
concerns about that program, we elected to review it. 
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The objectives of the audit were to review 
the implementation of the EWP Program in 
the State of Arizona and determine if the 
whistleblower’s complaints were valid. 

 
On July 23, 1999 a drawing account was 
established in national headquarters at the 
request of the State Conservationist, thus 
committing funds to the recovery work.  

Applications for EWP assistance were accepted at field offices 
beginning August 19, 1999.  Program payments were made to eligible 
recipients on a monthly basis from September 1999 through April 2000.  
Consequently, the scope of our review covered the period August 1999 
to April 2000. 

 
The Arizona NRCS State office obligated over $11 million for EWP.  As 
of April 25, 2000, the Arizona NRCS State office had disbursed $8.1 
million for 332 contracts.1  We judgmentally selected six EWP contracts 
throughout the State for review based on their geographic location, size, 
and the whistleblower concerns.   The six program participants were 
originally obligated $770,789.  We reviewed four additional EWP 
contracts at the San Carlos field office to determine if the participants 
received funds under the EQIP program for a similar grazing practice. 
The audit fieldwork was conducted from April through June 2000. 

 
The review was conducted in accordance with generally accepted 
government auditing standards. 

 
To accomplish the overall objectives of the 
audit, we performed the following 
procedures: 
 

 
•  At the Arizona NRCS State office, we reviewed program 

regulations; obtained the universe of EWP contracts, interviewed 
staff, and reviewed records to determine the operating procedures 
and program policies.   

 
•  At the Phoenix, Chinle, Moenkopi, San Carlos and Douglas NRCS 

field offices, we interviewed staff and reviewed the selected 
contract files to evaluate the field offices’ administration of the 
EWP Program.  We reviewed conservation plans, maps, permits, 

                                                 
1
 Of the 332 contracts, only 8 were for cropland protection.  We consequently focused on rangeland 

contracts, which were the target of the whistleblower’s concerns. 

OBJECTIVES 

SCOPE 

METHODOLOGY 
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and compliance notes.  We also solicited input from the field office 
staff regarding any potential problem areas.  In addition, we 
reviewed five EQIP contracts at the San Carlos field office. 

 
•  We reviewed office files and interviewed agency personnel at the 

Farm Service Agency field office in Holbrook, Arizona, to obtain 
information on the EWP Program and the AILFP payments. 

 
•  We interviewed San Carlos Apache tribal members to obtain 

documentation and information about the EWP Program and the 
AILFP Program. 

 
•  We spoke with National office personnel to obtain their 

understanding of the implementation of the EWP Program in 
Arizona in FY 1999 and the ongoing efforts to implement the 
program in Arizona in FY 2000.  
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FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

CHAPTER I ARIZONA NRCS STATE OFFICE DID NOT SUPPORT 
THE USE OF EWP MEASURES 

 
The Arizona NRCS State office was unable 
to support the economic defensibility of the 
EWP Program measures in accordance 
with program requirements. The two DSR’s 

covering the State’s rangeland and cropland failed to show that the cost 
of emergency measures were less than the anticipated damages (see 
exhibits B and C).  State office representatives said they proved the main 
measure was economically defensible by evaluating the benefit that 
accrued to the rancher if he/she implemented the measure.  However, 
regulations require the State office to defend each measure not by 
evaluating how much the participants gain from the measure but by 
determining the cost of the damage that could occur in the absence of the 
measure.   The failure to meet the regulatory requirements brings into 
question whether there was a real threat to life or property and the need 
for $11,154,008 for EWP contracts and technical assistance 
agreements. 

 
The CFR2 requires the State Conservationist to immediately investigate 
the emergency situation to determine if the EWP Program is applicable.  
The manual requires that a DSR be concise and adequate to support the 
need for and eligibility of emergency assistance.3   Regulations also 
require that a DSR include information on the economic defensibility of 
the proposed measures. 
 
Regulations4 state that, generally the expected value of imminent 
damages (amount of damages multiplied by the near-term probability of 
their occurrence) must exceed the cost of emergency measures to be 
economically defensible.  Regulations also require that information 
provided in the request for emergency funds to support economic 
defensibility of the measures must include: (i) what was at risk; (ii) what 
the estimated damages would be if the threat were realized; and (iii) what 

                                                 
2
 7 CFR Part 624, section 624.10 (a), dated January 1, 1999. 

3
 National Watersheds Manual, part 509, section 509.22 (b), dated December 1992.  

4
 7 CFR Part 624, section 624.6 (b)(i-iv), dated January 1, 1999.  

FINDING NO. 1 
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events must occur for the threat to be realized and the estimated 
probability of their occurrence.  For example, if runoff from a damaged 
watershed could threaten several structures, a DSR should show that the 
cost of planting grass cover on the watershed to avoid runoff did not 
exceed the value of the potential damage to those structures. 
 
In Arizona, the State Conservationist’s review of the damage was 
performed on a statewide level and included reviewing rainfall data and 
production loss in pastures. According to State office personnel, they 
determined that the EWP measure of deferred grazing was economically 
defensible by evaluating the benefit that accrued to the rancher if the 
rancher implemented the practice.  The practice of deferred grazing 
would result in an increase to a ranch’s carrying capacity, which would 
allow a rancher to carry more cattle in the future. The increased number of 
cattle translated to more income for the rancher. The State office, by 
making certain assumptions on the acceleration of carrying capacity and 
the sales price of cattle, determined that a rancher would realize a benefit 
of $86.24 per head of cattle over a 4-year period (see exhibit B). 
 
The rationale used by the State office to support the measure was not in 
conformance with regulatory requirements.  A DSR, which is used to 
support the economic defensibility of a measure, was designed to allow 
State’s to specifically identify what properties were at risk and what the 
potential damages would be to those properties.  The failure to meet 
these regulatory requirements brings into question whether there was a 
real threat to life or property and the need for $11,154,008 for EWP 
contracts and technical assistance agreements. 
 
In June 2000, the National office sent a disaster assistance response 
team to Arizona to evaluate the EWP Program.  The response team was 
also concerned that the State of Arizona used only one DSR to support the 
implementation of the program and that this DSR did not show how the 
program was economically defensible at individual sites.  The response 
team recommended, for consideration in the 2000 program, that the State 
office set up and establish priority areas and perform DSR’s in these 
areas.  The National office needs to ensure that future requests from 
Arizona for EWP assistance are supported with DSR’s that comply with 
program requirements. 
 
 

Ensure that future DSR’s from Arizona 
comply with program requirements, 
specifically identify in any EWP Program 
DSR what is at risk and what the potential 

damages are in order to ensure that the cost of implementing the 
measures is less than the anticipated damages. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 1 
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Agency Response 
 
In its written response, dated January 19, 2001, the NRCS National office 
stated that during the DART team’s review of the situation on June 7-8, 
2000, it suggested to Arizona NRCS State office staff ways to improve 
their documentation efforts.  Subsequent work on the 2000 drought has 
demonstrated that the Arizona NRCS State office staff has corrected their 
deficiencies and made it clear that only those areas where off-site 
damages occur will be eligible for consideration. 
 
OIG Position 

 
We accept management decision for this recommendation. 
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CHAPTER II 
ARIZONA NRCS STATE OFFICE DID NOT 
TERMINATE PARTICIPANTS WHO VIOLATED THEIR 
CONTRACTS AND/OR FILED A FALSE CLAIM 

 
The Arizona NRCS State office modified 
EWP contracts for two participants who 
violated contract requirements; one of the 
participants subsequently filed a false claim. 

 This occurred because the State office believed that modifying the 
contracts was a fair and reasonable solution. However, given the 
circumstances, we believe that terminating the participants from the 
program would have been the appropriate course of action.  As a result of 
the contract modifications, the State office continued to obligate program 
funds for participants whose failure to complete their contracts and whose 
lack of good faith undermined the program’s intended objectives.  As of 
the date of our review, one of the participants had received over $29,000 
in EWP funds. 
 
Section 404.74 of the NRCS General Manual on long-term contracting 
states that applications for cost-share payments for practices or 
components not carried out or that do not meet required specifications 
constitute false applications.  Participants filing false or fraudulent 
applications are subject to a fine or imprisonment. 
 
Participant A, a grazing association, entered into an agreement on August 
30, 1999, to defer grazing on 17 fields totaling 150,214 acres from 
September 1999 through April 2000.  This acreage comprised nearly 30 
percent of the participant’s total acreage.  In return, the State office agreed 
to pay the participant $504,719 over an 8-month period, or $63,089 per 
month.  The participant was responsible for certifying that grazing on the 
acreage was deferred and requesting payment by submitting a payment 
application every month. The field office was responsible for verifying that 
the practice of deferred grazing was implemented by performing spot 
checks.  Under the terms of the EWP contract, all fields had to be deferred 
to prevent the participant from being in violation of the contract. The field 
office would forward the payment application to the State office for 
payment after the spot checks were completed. 
 
In the participant’s first month under contract, the field office found cattle 
and horses grazing on the acreage deferred under the EWP contract.   
Field office personnel informed the participant in September 1999 that it 
was in violation of the EWP contract.  However, on October 4, 1999, the 

FINDING NO. 2 
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participant submitted a payment application certifying that the practice of 
deferred grazing was implemented for the month of September in 
accordance with contract specifications. The field office also performed 
multiple site visits in October 1999 and determined that the participant did 
not remove all animals from the deferred areas.   On November 5, 1999, 
the participant submitted a payment application falsely certifying that the 
practice was carried out for October.  The field office informed the State 
office that the participant was having problems removing cattle from 
contract acreage.  In November 1999, the field office also found animals 
on the contracted acreage. 
 
In December 1999, the State office and the participant agreed to modify 
the contract by deleting the fields that were out of compliance. This first 
modification removed nine fields from the contract between September 
1999 and January 2000 totaling 135,952 acres (90 percent of the original 
contract acreage).  The participant agreed to place three of the nine fields 
totaling 20,520 acres under contract again between February and April 
2000. 
 
The State office allowed the participant to remain in the program after the 
participant requested payment for implementing a practice it did not 
complete.  The participant did not keep cattle off the deferred acreage, 
and if the noncompliance had not been detected, the participant would 
have received a fraudulent payment.   The modification, removing 90 
percent of the original contract acreage, brings into question whether there 
was a threat to life or property and whether there was a true need to 
implement this practice to relieve the threat. 
 
According to the procedures in effect, violations are caused by filing a 
false application for cost-share payment and by being in noncompliance. 
Noncompliance includes a failure to carry out the long-term contract as 
scheduled, failure to meet specifications for establishing practices, or a 
failure to satisfactorily complete or maintain all contract items.  If the 
violation is not resolved, the contracting officer is to determine if a violation 
or noncompliance did occur and if the violation was of such a nature that a 
penalty of forfeiture, refund, payment adjustment, or termination is 
necessary. 
 
As of May 11, 2000, participant A had received $29,946 out of its original 
$504,719 EWP obligation.  After all contract payments and contract 
modifications had been made, the State office still retained an obligated 
balance of $26,795 for this participant for acreage deferred after January 
2000. 
 
We believe the appropriate course of action should have been 
termination.  The participant falsely certified on payment applications that 
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the acreage was deferred in accordance with the terms of the contracts. 
Also, the repeated violations on 90 percent of the contracted acreage 
demonstrated that the participant was not able to comply with contract 
requirements throughout the life of the contract. 
 
Participant B had agreed to defer two fields from January through April 
2000.  The participant was in violation on both fields for the month of 
January.  A contract modification was executed and payment was not 
made for January.  A second modification was executed when inspections 
completed in February and March by the field office disclosed that the 
second field was out of compliance.  Since participant B did not meet the 
contract requirement of 3 consecutive months of deferment, the participant 
would not be eligible to receive a payment for this field.  We also found 
evidence in the participant’s file that first field was also in violation in April. 
 Accordingly, the first field would not meet the required 3 consecutive 
months of deferment since the participant was in violation for 2 out of the 4 
months that the field was under contract. As of April 25, 2000, a payment 
had not been made to this participant. However, the State office obligated 
$54,732 for this participant. 

 
Participant B should have been terminated from the program for failure to 
defer acreage in the program.  According to the contract provisions, the 
contract will be terminated if 3 consecutive months of deferment is not 
attainable.  
 

 
Terminate participant A from participating in 
the EWP Program based on the submission 
of false claims.  Also, instruct the Arizona 
NRCS State office to de-obligate the 

remaining $26,795. 
 
Agency Response 
 
In its written response, dated January 19, 2001, the NRCS National office 
stated that participant A will be removed from the program, provided 
his/her appeal rights, and the balance of the funds will be deobligated and 
returned to the National Program Manager’s Account.  The National office 
further stated that a letter was sent to the participant indicating the 
agreement was closed effective December 11, 2000. 
 
OIG Position 
 
We accept management decision for this recommendation.    

 
 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 2 
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Terminate participant B from participating in 
the EWP Program for failing to meet the 
required 3 months of deferment.  Also, 
instruct the Arizona NRCS State office to 

deobligate the remaining $54,732 for this participant. 
 
Agency Response 
 
In its written response, dated January 19, 2001, the NRCS National office 
stated that participant B will be removed from the program, provided 
his/her appeal rights, and the balance of the funds will be deobligated and 
returned to the National Program Manager’s Account.  The National office 
further stated that a letter was sent to the participant indicating the 
agreement was closed effective December 11, 2000. 
 
OIG Position 

 
We accept management decision for this recommendation. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 3 
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 CHAPTER III 
SIMILAR GRAZING PRACTICES WERE 
IMPLEMENTED ON THE SAME FIELDS UNDER 
SEPARATE NRCS PROGRAMS 

 
The Arizona NRCS State office paid two 
participants for deferred grazing under the 
terms of their EWP contracts even though 
the purpose of deferred grazing was already 

accomplished under existing EQIP contracts.  According to the field office 
employee, he did not have the opportunity to review case files to look for 
duplicate payments because he was under time constraints to implement 
the EWP Program.  As a result, the State office issued duplicate benefits 
of $15,283. 
 
Payment applications submitted under the EWP require participants to 
certify that the application does not contain a duplication of payment under 
any other program of the U.S. Department of Agriculture.  NRCS also has 
the responsibility to ensure that duplicate payments are not being made to 
a program participant.  
 
The grazing practices implemented under EWP and EQIP were deferred 
grazing and prescribed grazing.  The following table lists the primary 
reasons for which these practices are applied.  Our review disclosed that 
deferred grazing serves the same purposes as prescribed grazing. 

 
 

PURPOSES FOR APPLYING: 
Deferred Grazing Prescribed Grazing 
   Promote natural revegetation by 

increasing the vigor of the forage 
stand and permitting desirable 
plants to produce seed. 

   Improve or maintain the health and 
vigor of selected plant(s) and to 
maintain a stable and desired 
plant community. 

   Provide a feed reserve for fall and 
winter grazing or emergency use. 

   Provide or maintain food, cover 
and shelter for animals of concern 

   Reduce soil loss and improve 
water quality 

   Maintain or improve water quality 
and quantity 

   Improve the appearance of range 
having inadequate cover 

   Reduce accelerated soil erosion 
and maintain or improve soil 
condition for sustainability of the 
resource. 

    Improve or maintain animal health 
and productivity. 

FINDING NO. 3 
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We identified five EWP participants at the San Carlos field office who had 
EWP and EQIP contracts.  Two of the five participants signed EQIP 
contracts to implement prescribed grazing on the same field(s) and during 
the same time period that were under contract for EWP. 

 
Participant C agreed to implement prescribed grazing on one field from 
July through October 1999 under an EQIP contract.  The same field was 
also enrolled under EWP from September 1999 through April 2000. 
During the months of September and October 1999, the participant was 
required to perform both prescribed grazing and deferred grazing on the 
same field. 

 
Given that both grazing practices are applied to address the same 
purposes, we concluded that the State office should not have paid 
participant C $8,4005 for deferred grazing under EWP. 

 
Participant D agreed to implement prescribed grazing on five fields from 
October 1999 through January 2000 under an EQIP contract.  These 
same fields were also enrolled under EWP from January 2000 through 
April 2000 where the participant agreed to implement deferred grazing.  
For the month of January 2000, the participant agreed to perform 
prescribed grazing and deferred grazing on the same fields. The five 
fields totaled 16,388 acres.  We concluded that the State office should not 
have paid participant D $6,883.6 
 

 
Instruct the Arizona NRCS State office to 
collect the duplicate benefit of $8,400 paid 
to participant C. 
 

Agency Response 
 
In its written response, dated January 19, 2001, the NRCS National office 
stated that the State Conservationist for Arizona has begun the process of 
recovering the duplicate payment from participant C using standard 
federal procedures.  The State Conservationist anticipated completing 
this recommendation by June 30, 2001; this also includes any follow-up 
action such as appeals. 
 
 

                                                 
5
 $8,400 = 10,000 acres * $.42/acre * 2 months 

6
 $6,883 = 16,388 acres * $.42/acre * 1 month 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 4 
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OIG Position 
 

To reach management decision for this recommendation, OIG needs to 
receive a copy of either a bill for collection or demand letter for the amount 
questioned. 

 
 
Instruct the Arizona NRCS State office to 
collect the duplicate benefit of $6,883 paid 
to participant D. 
 

Agency Response 
 
In its written response, dated January 19, 2001, the NRCS National office 
stated that the State Conservationist for Arizona has begun the process of 
recovering the duplicate payment form participant D using standard 
federal procedures.  The State Conservationist anticipated completing 
this recommendation by June 30, 2001; this includes any follow-up action 
such as appeals. 
 
OIG Position 

 
To reach management decision for this recommendation, OIG needs to 
receive a copy of either a bill for collection or demand letter for the amount 
questioned.  

 
 
Instruct the Arizona NRCS State office to 
identify any other participants who were paid 
under the EWP Program for deferred 
grazing and under EQIP for prescribed 

grazing and determine the amount of the overpayment.   Require the State 
office to collect the duplicate benefit made to these participants. 

 
Agency Response 
 
In its written response, dated January 19, 2001, the NRCS National office 
stated that the State Conservationist has initiated the necessary study to 
recover any duplicate payments made by USDA. The State 
Conservationist anticipated completing this recommendation by June 30, 
2001. 
 
OIG Position 
 
We accept management decision for this recommendation. 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 5 

RECOMMENDATION NO. 6 
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EXHIBIT A – SUMMARY OF MONETARY RESULTS 

 
 
 

RECOMMENDATION 
NUMBER 

DESCRIPTION AMOUNT CATEGORY 

 

1 

State Office Did Not 
Support the Use of EWP 
Measures $11,154,008 

FTBPTBU, Management 
or Operating 
Improvements/Savings 

 

4 

Similar Grazing Practices 
Were Implemented on 
Same Fields Under 
Separate NRCS Programs  $8,400 

Questioned Cost, 
Recovery 
Recommended 

 

5 

Similar Grazing Practices 
Were Implemented on 
Same Fields Under 
Separate NRCS Programs  $6,883 

Questioned Cost, 
Recovery 
Recommended  
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EXHIBIT B - COPY OF ECONOMIC EVALUATION FOR 
RANGELAND SUBMITTED TO NATIONAL OFFICE7 

 
 
 

 

                                                 
7
 We did not remove any information from the exhibits for purposes of confidentiality.  They are copies of 

the State’s economic defensibility justification as submitted to the National Office. 

DSR(page2) DSRNo: ___ _ 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION 

County:~ Date: .1flJJ!l!l Completed by: rib 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Replace cost Repair cost Damage Near Term 

Properties or Value($) or Damage ($)Factor(%) Dam.Red. 

I . Properties Protected (private) 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXJQ(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXXXXXX!!; 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxm xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx =x XXXXXX!!;XX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 

2. Properties Protected (public) 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx mxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX ·xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 

3. Business Losses 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XlOOOOOOCX xxxxxxxxx lOCXXXXXX!!; 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 

4. Other 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx XXXXX!!;XXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
l(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx x..xxxxxm 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxx~ xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxx~ xxxxxxµx xxxxxµµ m~ . . 

5. TOTAL NEAR TERM DAMAGE REDUCTION $86.24 benefit ~ bead 
$26.24 net benefit/head 

REMARKS: For example: A section of rangeland normally supports 200 head .. The range in its 
current condition is capable of supporting I 00 llead. Continued grazing in this growing season 
will damage range condition and reduce productive capacity for the next 3 years. With one 
seasons deferral of grazing range plants will recover at a rate of 25% in year I <after the 
drought), 50% in year 2 and reach I 00% in year 3. The number of animals grazed will be at 
50% of capactiy in year 1, 70% of capacity in year 2 and 85 percent in year 3 and 100% of 
capacity in year 4. This assumes that in both the WOP and WP condition the drought will end 
and the next five years will be at normal precipitation rates.· 
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EXHIBIT C - COPY OF ECONOMIC EVALUATION FOR 
CROPLAND SUBMITTED TO NATIONAL OFFICE8 

 
 
 

                                                 
8
 We did not remove any information from the exhibits for purposes of confidentiality.  They are copies of 

the State’s economic defensibility justification as submitted to the National Office. 

DSR(page2) 

ECONOMIC EVALUATION 

County: AZ-State . Date: 7/22/99 

DSRNo: ___ _ 

Completed by: db 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Replace cost Repair cost Damage Near Term 

Properties or Value($) or Damage($) Factor(%) Dilm.. Red. 

I. Properties Protected (private) 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxµxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 

2. Properties Protected (public) 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx . xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 

3. Business Losses 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxig xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx 'Xxxxxxxxx 

4. Other 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx XXXlQIXXXX XXXXXXlQQ!; 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx ·xxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx xxicxxxxxx· 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxicxxxx XXXXlQIXXX xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxx ·XXXXXXXXX 

5. TOTAL NEAR TERMDAMAGEREDUCTION annrox, ~230/ac. 

REMARKS: With the increase in irrigation efficiency there will be additional water available to 
irrigate either additional acreage or acreage which is currently not receiving enough water. 
Measures to nrotect the soil surface will reduce erosion and downstream sediment impairments. 
Management practices are the primary practices (but not always the only nractices) utilized in 
this drought emergency for the protection of cronland. These practices nrovide the needed 
resource protection and the benefits always exceed the costs. 
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EXHIBIT D - NRCS WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE 
AUDIT REPORT 

 

 

'ural lkoour«s 
......,., .. rwation 
!lef,1tt 

w~ rij"I D~C. • ....,, 
lllOll 

S JECT: Oflkfal D.raft-Ema-gcoc)• W.it·c:mtcd Protc1;1i<m (~WP) 

ro: 

ATIN: 

Program, Slate: of· "rona • NRC Rep!)• 

Mr. James R. E!bbltt 
~5tilnl Impi:>etm-G:~!l~L IOI' Audit 
Qfflc-G oftlillt InspoctorGcriuaL 

.ANl9200f 

ey Ree<.tmme111h!lfon : "The Stite afArizooa o.ccds to spcd.n-ce:lly iri~ify m tb!l OOR wlnal ia 
8t risk and wbal !he: potcnlial d~ ;ire: in o.rdl!I" to ~ iti.rt the oost of [mpl=nting the 
rnel5lll1Cli i5 l!:'55 !haa !he f!li.l cipiJ.led dam~ We aloo rccOlllmcnded tbDI Ille Ariron.1 NltCS 
St!ttt ollke termima.lB :pamcipan1s A and B-fiom Ilic progr.m llnd de-obli81!-1e t'hl! ~emaiuin,g fum!s 
sohcdulcd fo:r pa)'mcnl, In uildi1i.on,. ~ ~l _ re,;,imi..1t1e;idoo 1beJ Iha State of Ariz.ona ooUc:1;t 1fu:: 
$t5,2:113 rn WI' overp.-.Yl!lmls madl) ta Ibo two partic-ipan~ wbo were p11.id for .~oJZITTB; pr.1¢tioes 
on 1fie sawa acroa~ aJMI-dming lhe ,.;amc, tim,:: period ood~ 1wo, ~arnte ,;0111s~a1ion 
progmms .• 

Agel!.c:y Retpon.s.e: See A~cy response ta, 1'.llllll!er I., 2, 3, 4 Uld . 

Jlc~Qmmc:1td■iio11. ~o. 1; •• · fl! ilii.:11 flJl:\IN" DSR's Imm Arizona comply witth pOOgRIII 
rcq~e,11~. sptlei.fically i(kriLify in any EWP program DSR what is • ris.k and ~ lhe 
po,tcruia.1 d:a:meg~ arc in ardc:r to crumr:i: that 1h.e, (OS'l •ofLmplemllflumg the mcas:ure& :is less tbnn 
lite 11111icipu.h:d.~" 

~Dey Reei.pcin:s>e: TI!e State CoMCi:vatlonist {STC) r:i:,q,u.es~J the EWP Di.sa.'111! Assi6ia11.cc: 

R;:,;:ovc.r Training (DART) Tc,; 10 provide tr.JJl'l.tnl! and. asstib'Bcc. Tlile t<cmn I'C'\llcwcd Ille: 
situu.lion with 1be AJ'izooa Smtc Offlc!!l staff and su.g:g~ted Wll)'S io improve, Uic:lr do !Pl'll!nt.ltio~ 
~!Ihm- TI1is .,.,,,as ccomplisbcd on Jim::. 7-8, 2000. Su.bsequ.em wort 011 "113 2000 drought has 
demonsrnrtcd Ariro.m· SfC It.IS ,COffee4etl !heiI ~licirl!lf:il!s and me.de it cleor thal ooly 1bose 
~ 'illlttml Q(f. hl ,:lart1~ ocoor will be cligililfo for oo□sldera1folll. We tooSid lhi:$ item 
c-0mpfotcd. 

Ri~rommcn.d111iion o.. 2: "'l'eiffliltP-te, piiM:ipl!.111 A m1n1 par1icipa1im.g i!I 1fle E.WP progra..m 
~ed oo tl~ ,ubmmion of fake claiam... Ako lmlruct the Arizullill • • Sia Qd'lice to de
oblige.te 1ibc rcmeiai:ng S2·15,795:' 

Agi,11(}' Re$pons:e: Parucipant A will be removed liam Im: progmn, oviiled )lis/b • appcaJ 
ri,ghta and 1ihc baLmce ofilie fu.nds wit1 be de-obli~ ~rl rll.Qlm.l!d lo 1M National Program 
M.m.1g~'i; /1.e(<,l.ilit, }. te~ "'~ sent to tlm partic:[pru:1t i□dic:alillg lb,:: llgl'Ct::llili::D\ ·..i, dosed 
ell'ectl.-e l.2/1 IJUO. The STC will dc:-obligate tM l'Clltlining b.lt.ioee. 

Th• K-.l lt=u,_ °"™"" ti S.,,.j" (N~C:S), 
fom,q1)• !ho 5,;!il ;:; • ......- .-. , .,, ~ o iho 
·o.po,in,or,, of A:pioullllr< An l,:,MI oi,,p,;,.unlrylEny,lo)-.r 
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EXHIBIT D - NRCS WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE 
AUDIT REPORT 

 

 
 

James R. Ebb'tt 
P;ig~l 

R.tco.m111111datioD No. 3: 'Tmnirulli:: pi!rtidpml U £rom ~ld;p;;i!Jl.8 in •Ii EWP pFOgmm fo 
fattlo1i:. ICJ meet lh~ l'i!t[llired 3 111omhs of di!f.al'ml!t1I. Also, insmlct ibe Atizo:oo NiRCS St.ite 
Offil:oo to da,-obligllle tllc n:lnllining S54, 732 fw thls panidp0011;" 

Agmr,:y Re1P"1.08et f'(!rlicipMI ll will b~ :fefllO\ltld from ibe program, prov.lib! hie/her ep!Jcal 
lights, and the; balll.l!loo of the funds will be dc•olill¢alflll lmll rel.\lmcd w rm • . io:m~l l>~g..m, 
!lrfllll~er's Accoonl, A ICCl~r ...... ~ $COi to th,:, p;1l1ieipam in<!i~~i11g lll_e agrosmtHtt was. ,closed 
c:ffec'l!iv,:, • lll J/0()_ Tbe will d0-0bligale the raemeiming b11fan0e-. 

Rccommr:m:l)&tioD No. 4: '1rutmel Am.o11il NRCS St\t<!, offke to oolloct d1B duplicalc broefit of 
S ,4(1<) paid Co par1[cipam C." 

Ai~.11ey RSJ1po11se:: To~ STC fw Arizooo. ~ bcpo ihe prooess of -eco~rins Iha d11plica1c 
p!IY[llCnt lrom pi!Rld~, usil .I! ~ard fi!dara.l proosdmes. Anlicipated oomplccioa by hm.i:: 
30, 200t, induding any foJlow-l!lp aoo-on sooh as appeals. 

RccommmdlA.tiim :N'o. 5: '"lmtti:!r;t Ariwliii NRC St:!it~ offlc to oolloot we duplicme b~aefLI of 
Ci,s,&3 ~i4 •o pat1kipan1 o.~ 

,\gM~Y RClipO]H~; i"hc,. re fot Arlzvig ~ beglln Iha l:)l'OOl!BS of rceovc:ring the i!luplicm~ 
p· t!!ill Jll)rtt pamc:ip:mt D using standard federal pr:uccd'!r=. Anlu:ipi!.li:d •i;ompli:.IJO.il t,y hill 
30, .201l I, induding my Mlow•1:1p 11c1io.o til.lcil .is ~s. 

kecomme1ub.11o:!! o, 6: 'ilngtrud 1h.G Arizona NRCS State offioc to ldcmJily IIIIY ~~r 
partie;ipant,;; wbo were paid Wldc:r Ute liWP !l'.rogram for dic:f=J. gl"illl11.8 :li!1!<1 llno;l(!l' HQIP fo:r 
pr=n"bcd gm:i;ing .md d:e1em1me ihe i!.lllOtllit of OW!f13/Ylll¢11I. RllquiNl dtc Stale office lo oollc:,;,1 

me dujllicatc befttlfi1 m~ 10 thcoo participants.'' 

Ageucy Ri:apoue; the STC ~ wll.Uod tlie necessary study to i<coo.u my duplicate p.i)1lll:lllti 

m;Jile by USDA. A:11ticipatcd oomplction l!Jy lime lO, 2001. 

Thank )'OIi for the ~,wu~• to dise,m _ ~ • ·= }!Dur firufi11gs. Ifyo11 ha"rCooyq1J.i:wom 
reg.mling o~ ,;om_tnlll'll\:, p1£asa cout.act V~ Cole--, Rcsoun:e Gom~l"Yiltlorutil, Water.iheds Mil 
Wetlaoos Di,•igjoo, at (102} •1590457:>. 

IllOMAS A Wfill R 
[Jeputy Clhief for Progr.mig 
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